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All compositions by BC--brimming with sonic flavors like: Foo Fighters, ColdPlay,Jesus Jones,Rush,

Dishwalla, Cracker,Floyd  Gilmour,Porcupine Tree.WOW. Vocals like Martin, Mike Edwards,JR Richards,

Gilmour,Tim Bowness,Zander--subdued and soulful. Modern 12 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, POP:

90's Pop Details: "...A SOLID RECORDING AND A GOOD DELIVERY OF ROCK  ROLL...GOOD JOB"

Chita, ASST. PROGRAM DIRECTOR, KLPX Radio/Tucson. LADIES AND GENTLEMEN!! There you

have it.

TheBCPRIESTBand,TheBCPRIESTBand,TheBCPRIESTBand,TheBCPRIESTBand,TheBCPRIESTBand,

TheBCPRIESTBand,TheBCPRIESTBand.... The BC PRIEST Band is a band of constant current and in

3-D motion...........this makes them ideal for an MTV shot cuz noone is in anyone else's way. Wherever

they stand, you can see all points. HA! AN ISOSCELES BAND, YEA!!!!! Well, let me tell ya............that's

ALL gonna change soon......as soon as all the illusive players are rounded up and installed.......and it will

get sweeter by the song.....but until then................TA DAAAAAAAAAAAA...IT'S US, ME, HIM!!! WHO,

WHAT, HUH IS THE BC PRIEST BAND??????? The band makes punchy, strong party rock: it flows, it

grooves, it rocks! They're influenced from a WIDE variety of artists (some of them paint, weave  stuff).

Besides singing, guitars are important to BC Priest (aka Blueman)who handles the main duties of the

6-string on stage. This 25-year CHICAGO stage veteran's saavy with an axe is comparable to that of

guitarists half his age (HEY!!! WHATDAYAMEAN??) Er, I mean twice his age, yea (that's more like it.) He

has perfomed over 500 shows, backing national acts as well as headlining hiw own bands. He does most

of the writing,plays keys, occasionally bass  mandolin  makes brownies. Flanking him stage right  back

center are the low down low end low rumblers, covering the monster rhythm section needed to support
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the songs. Someday, the band hopes to evolve....er, I mean they are evolving....as we speak....uh huh.

They are formulating ways to make their own beer too.....'BC BEER' for the thirsty rock in your throat. DR

Eugene Foley from FOLEY ENTERTAINMENT (East Coast PR firm) says...'I SEE TALENT AND

POTENTIAL HERE....' Real nice...oh yea, like to hear that. HEY, WE'LL PLAY YOUR NEXT PARTY

DUDE AND DUDETTES!! Inspired vocals are channelled by osmosis thru classic singers like JR

RICHARDS, CHRIS MARTIN, David GILMOUR,Tim BOWNESS (Porcupine Tree), with touches of

ZANDER  Prozac for Lovers in style,  there be NO screamin' chile, dontcha know. So--very smooth with a

strong rock backbeat. The seasoned songwriting is apparent from the opening Floydish/Eric Johnson

instrumental 'Origin/Ascension' (very cool tune to open the show---you need to be there, you

know---neopsychedelia) to the closing Green Day-like finale, 'Undone' (definetly rocks your socks

off---me--I don't wear socks). Their playful use of melodic guitar riffs (juggle these), catchy rhythms (use a

catchers mitt) and sexy, soulful vocal lines (ooohy, but not like Barry White--nope) combines for a

powerful performance(1.2 JIGAWATTS!!!!!) to modern rock music. They jez continues to draw musical

influences from a wide array of current and classic artists (some of them vewwy, vewwy old and

wise---like Yoda). BC  the boyz are equally at home on stage(lounge chair, good book, a stick  a

martini-----HA!) and in the studio. There ya go. NOW MY NEW FRIENDS, add this CD to your collection 

find out WHERE  WHEN these boyz are playing next and be there...or........T square...something like

that....dunno. Love to have you drop in..... Reeeeaaaallllllllyyyyyyyy!!!!! BC------------over  out!!! WRITE ME

@ priestsongs@yahoo  yakkity yak
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